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Farmvllle, VA

Longwood Students Chosen to
A Longwood College
anthropology professor and
four of his students participated recently In a Smithsonian Institution-led project
Involving the relocation of a
19th-century family cemetery
In Manassas.
Dr. James Jordan and four
senior anthropology majors
assisted a team of about 20
archaeologists In locating and
digging up 24 graves on the
mounds of "Liberia," a historic house that figured
prominently In the Civil War.
After analysis, the remains
will lx- re interred close to the
house.
I-ongwood's assistance had
been requested by Dr. Douglas Owsley, associate curator
in the anthropology department at the Smithsonian's
Natural Museum of Natural
History. Jordan and the students— Jimmy Green, of
Farmvllle. Debbie Collins.
Michael Haas and Emma
Sheffer—worked
from
September 25-27.
Owsley.
a
forensic
anthropologist, led the twoweek project that also featured archaeologists from the
University of Maryland, the
Armed Forces Institute of
Pathology, the Manassas National Battlefield Park, and
the Archaeological Society of
Virginia.
The skeletal remains were
carefully exhumed and artifacts associated with the
burials were collected." said
Doug Harvey, director of the
Manassas Museum, who initiated the project. "The physical remains will be analyzed
and compared with other
populations as to diet, stature
and disease, with special emphasis on DNA studies. Artifacts will be studied to learn
more about 19th-century
practices."
The cemetery contained 15
identified and nine unidentified graves of the Weir family,
which has occupied Liberia
since it was built about 1825.
The burials dated from 1841
to 1907. The work was
prompted by concern over the
future of the graves, which
had become separated from
the house by a modern road
and townhouse development.

Dig

Dr. James Jordan (2nd from right) and Longwood students (from left) Debbie Collins. Emma Sheffer. Jimmy Green and Michael Haas at the 19th-century
family cemetery in Manassas where they worked recently.
"We've had problems with
grave desecration and
vandalism, and we thought
the problem would get worse
if we didn't do something,"
said Harvey. "I approached
the Weir family with the idea
and they agreed to It."
Descendants of the Weir
family were granted a court
order in July allowing the relocation.
'You could call this salvage
or rescue archeology," said
Jordan, who was called only a
week before work began. "We
were trying to save from complete destruction any osteological or archaeological information from the cemetery."
After Owsley located the
graves with a stainless steel
rod known as a probe, a
backhoe and the students did
the digging, said Jordan. The
archaeologists sifted through
the dirt that had been dug
up. searching for artifacts.
The two most significant
finds were a cast-iron coffin
from an 1870 burial, and a
lead coffin liner from an 1855
burial. Owsley said. Both are
very unusual and. for that
time, very expensive.

"I've only seen one other
cast-iron coffin, in Louisiana,
and it wasn't In the excellent
condition this one is." said
Owsley. who has done similar
projects at about a dozen
cemeteries. This is museum
quality. Also, the clothing and
skeletal remains In this coffin
were well-preserved."
The other coffin, whose inside is completely encased by
a lead liner, Is "quite elaborate. From the outside going
In, you had cloth, wood. lead,
wood and cloth. It was kind of
like a sandwich. I've never
seen one like that before. It
took us quite a while to figure
out what It was."
Also found were bone fragments, a pocket knife, combs,
buttons, a few coffin handles
and several nails from coffins.
The wood from the coffins was
poorly preserved. Owsley
said.
Two of the Longwood students. Jimmy Green and
Michael Haas, found what
they believe Is a skull, probably a child's skull.
"It had gotten soft and
caved In at the base of the
skull, where it connects with

the spinal cord." Haas said.
The most common body
part found was the mandible,
or lower Jaw, which lasts
longer than other parts be
cause it contains so much
calcium, said Jordan.
The coffins were of different sizes and shapes; hexagonal coffins were common for
children and the Iron coffin
was torpedo-shaped, he said.
Though the coffins had dete
riorated. one could tell their
shape from the soil, which
was darker and loose on top
of a grave.
The holes were dug to the
exact shape of the coffin, with
only an inch or two to spare."
Dr. Jordan said. "The
gravediggers didn't waste any
energy. They were pretty efficient. I was told that it probably took a single gravedigger a
couple of days to dig a grave."
Longwood's role In the
project came about through
Paul Bothwell. who works at
the National Museum of Natural History. In the summer
of 1988. while attending the
University of Virginia. Both
well attended both sessions of
Longwood's Summer Field

School in Archeology. When
Owsley said he needed archaeologists, Bothwell suggested Jordan.
This gave experience to
those four students that they
couldn't have gotten anywhere else." he said. "One
hour of this gives them more
stimulation than they could
get from spending a lifetime
In the classroom."
Owsley. who has helped
police identify murder victims
from skeletal remains, said he
was impressed by the Longwood archaeologists and
hopes to use them for future
projects.
Cemetery projects such as
this are becoming rarer, due
to legal and ethical concerns,
said Jordan. The students
toured the forensic pathology
lab at the National Museum
of Natural History— "behindthe-scenes stuff you normally
don't get to see." he said.
The graves were a short
distance from Liberia, which
was used as a Confederate
headquarters during the first
battle of Bull Run and visited
afterward by Jefferson Davis.
The next year, it was a headquarters for Union generals
and was visited by Abraham
Lincoln— perhaps the only
home in America used as
headquarters by opposing
armies and visited by their
respective presidents.
The Federal-style house
was built by William J. Weir
(1792-1867) after he married
into the family of the wealthy
Robert "King" Carter and inherited 1.600 acres. One of
the few antebellum dwellings
left in the Manassas area, the
house has been donated to
the city of Manassas. although Weir descendants still
live there.
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Dear Editor.
Those who watched the
Gubernatorial Candidates
Debate on Monday. October
19 must realize that the one
thing both candidates had
practiced to perfection was
"mudsllnglng". Marshall
Coleman repeatedly questioned Doug Wilder about his
weak criminal record and vice
versa with Wilder over using
his famous quote. "Let's talk
about REAL
Issues."
What Virginians must be
asking themselves Is What Is
your definition of REAL Issues.
Doug?"
When
questioned about his own
waste filled
Richmond
property. Wilder replied. "Lets
discuss the REAL Issues —
such as HOUSING, health
care, etc." That Is an

printed in the editorial section. Just this past week a
letter appeared In the letters
to the editor section that was
full of trivial comments about
girls on this campus and the
author did not even have
enough confidence In his (or
her) own opinions to sign his
(or her) name. I know the staff
of The Rotunda works very
hard each week to produce a
quality publication for the
campus and they are to be
commended, but I hope in the
future the editor will more
closely scrutinize the content
of the paper. Journalism carries certain responsibilities
even if it is a college newspaper. I look forward to future
issues of The Rotunda.
Debbie Vaughan

IZdttors note: Congratulations! I am glad someone finally had the nerve to sign
their name. It irritates me
greatly when people don't
want their name used. There
is nothing to be afraid of. I
would also like to thank everyone who contributed a
Letter to the Editor this week.
It is very nice to get a response from people on this
campus. It's a pleasure we
seldom get.

Interesting
comm e n t
considering one of Doug's
own problems appears to be
HOUSING. Just as our
President claims the battle
with drugs needs to be fought
in our own backyard first,
this also applies to Doug's
REAL Issues. Something
poor Doug hasn't realized yet.
Wilder also claimed that
Marshall was too concerned
with the past and not the Issues. Virginians, we need the
past to strengthen our future.
Our real Issue — "Is Wllder's
past strong enough to ensure
a stronger future for us and
our children?" He can't
answer that, but we can.
Marshall Coleman — a strong
past, a stronger future.
Name withheld upon Request

To the Editor:
It seems that in the past
decade. American society has
come to the conclusion that
our educational systems are
not as academically stringent
as the "ought" to be. As
statistics point out. advocates
of a more rigid educational
system have every reason to
be concerned because our
youth are not as well educated as they could or should
be. In fact, educators are still
puzzled over the question of
why Jonny can't read or
write; even though, Jonny
may have a high school
diploma.
Logically, most everyone
would have to agree that both
reading and writing are
important communication
skills. The crucial question
that we, as a society, are asking of our educators and political leaders is what to do
about the high illiteracy rate
among the American public,
and who if anyone is responsible.
In my opinion, the educational institutions have definitely failed their students in

certain aspects: however, I
am not laying all the blame at
their "doorstep" either. As a
society, we must stress the
Importance of being able to
read and write proficiently in
order to effectively communicate. To most people this
point would seem to be Just a
matter of common sense;
however, in all reality, there
are parts of society whether
they are laborers, professionals, high school students, or
college students, who are
struggling because their literacy is inadequate.
So. what can be done?
While I have been warned
about simple answers to
complex questions. I do
emotionally and cognltively
believe
that
a
strict
fundamental academic
curriculum with enforced
motivational factors, may
elevate some of the difficulties
our educational systems now
face, then perhaps Jonny will
be able to read.
A.J. Allen
Student of English

Dear Editor:
The rowdiest band ever to
come out of the United Kingdom? The Pogues? YouVe got
to be kidding! The rowdiest
band ever to come out of the
UK" Is an honor which the
Sex Pistols most definitely
deserve! Remember them? In
their day the Sex Pistols created much more controversy
than The Pogues ever have.
The Sex Pistols were a major
force in the English punk

rock explosion of the late
70s. Their lyrics and behavior
caused them to be despised
by many. Their song "Anarchy
in the U.K." was even banned
In England. How's that for
rowdy? If you don't believe me
Mr. MacGill. either listen to
their album "Never Mind the
Bollocks. Here's the Sex
Pistols" or watch the video
"The Sex Pistols" Buried
Alive."
Name withheld by Request
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Sports Editor
Lindy Seymore
Business Manager
Sarah Tetterton

Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor:
I believe the letters to the
editor section of T\\e Rotunda
is an important avenue the
students of this campus have
to voice an opinion on matters of importance, on the
campus, in our community,
our country, and our world.
The first amendment right to
freedom of speech and the
press is something, as Americans, we should never take
for granted. If you. as students, have opinions and
choose to voice them through
the editor's page in The Rotunda, you should have the
guts to sign your names. Your
opinion must not be very important if you can*t stand behind it by signing your name.
I feel a person should always
stand up for what he or she
believes in. If you take the
time to write a letter and voice
your opinion, at least have
the backbone to sign your
name.
I usually look forward to
reading The Rotunda each
week. The past few weeks,
however, a few of the pieces of
Journalism have bothered and
even angered me. Two weeks
ago an article was printed In
the news section regarding
Delta Sigma Phi fraternity.
This article was obviously
bias and should have been

Photography Editor
Jan-Marie Johnson

Advertising Manager
Jill Loges
Features Editor
Monica Gilbert
News Editor
Stephanie Neeley

Faculty Advisor
William C. Woods

ROTUNDA
POLICY
The opinions expressed in
The Rotunda are not
necessarily
those
of
Longwood College,
its
students, staff, administration or trustees. Columns,
letters, and cartoons represent the view of their author.
Unsigned editorials represent
the majority opinion of the
editorial board.
All letters to the Editor
must be signed, typed or
printed neatly, state the
author's years, and major as
applicable.
Any contributions should
be addressed to The Rotunda, Box 1 133. Deadline for
articles if 4:00 p.m. Friday
prior to the Tuesday publication date and these should
be placed in the envelope on
the Publication door in
Lankford. Letters, personals,
etc. are due on the office
door by midnight Sunday.
Published weekly since
1920 by the students of
Longwood College. The
Rotunda is an American
Scholastic Press Association
award winning newspaper.
Questions or comments
should be directed to our
main office at Box 1133 or
(804)395-2120.
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Letters to the Editor Continued
Dear Editor.
I am directing this letter to
the person who thinks his
sarcasm Is on the same level
as Andy Rooney's. After 1 read
your letter I had trouble finishing my dinner. (This was
traumatic because I am In a
sorority and I need good nutrition to keep up the fluffy
appearance sorority members
maintain.) I suppose it would
be redundant of me to say the
Personals are supposed to be
personal. My advice to you is
if they bother you so much,
do not read them.
I resent the fact that you
imply only women write these
messages and. in particular.
Greek women. I count at
least a dozen that could be
written by men. and I count

only half a dozen with sorority
messages in them. (These
figures were taken out of the
edition your editorial was
printed in.) Obviously you
have a very narrow field of
vision. Are you mad because
no one writes you anything in
the Personals? I have a remedy for that; check this week's
Personals, and I am sure you
will get several comments directed towards you and your
opinions. I will even do you
the courtesy of writing one.
Bearing in mind 1 have
never seen an "imprunted"
piece of stationary, etc.. I see
you have not seen the assortment of items with fraternity
lnsignias on them. You are
limited in your perspective

aren't you? I have no desire to
pelt you with my sorority key
chain. If I want to hit you. (I
was thinking more along the
lines of throwing a brick at
you when I first read your
comments) 1 won't use a
dinky key chain. I don't need
to hide behind false names
either.
Robin Burroughs
P.S. Feel free to write me
so I can respond and tell you
what an idiot I think you are.
As for your feelings about
sausage-grinders, you'd be
doing us all an immense
favor. I'm sure a minimum of
2/3 of the campus would be
willing to help.

Dear Editor.
Former Longwood students, now 61 and nearly 67
we earned 13 more medals in
track and pool this summer.
Watching Octoberfest we are
concerned at the ignorance or
disregard about the dangers
of alcohol on campus —
immeasurably greater than
any other drug. Our
background and studies in
health bring this to mind:
1. About one of every nine
drinkers will be destroyed by
alcohol, and two or three others will have serious problems. One of every three
families is seriously troubled
by alcohol.
2. Some experts claim that
the beer alcoholic is the most
difficult to cure. Only a small
proportion of alcoholics ever
find the way out of this deadly

slavery.
3. A weak self-image plus
peer pressure leads to excess
drinking. And since every
drop of alcohol causes some
brain damage the spiral is
self-perpetuating.
4. The costs of alcohol in
our society to health and
business divorce are comparable to the budget for na
tlonal defense, and increas
lng. Most crime is alcohol related.
5. Although a profound
mystery wrapped in paradox,
there is a Higher Power than
alcohol to bring happiness
and relief from stress without
destroying our well-being.
Millions of us live daily in
fellowship with this helpful
Friend.
Harvey and Gloria Sperry
Farmville.VA 23901

Perspectives on Longwood
Understanding our Culture
By DR. ED SMITH
I recently heard a historian friend of mine talk less frequently, and are recognized less laudably for
about the American revolution. He said that the impor- their contributions. Because women are valued less,
tance of our revolution was not that it happened, but their rights are less important.
that it is still going on.
While we would like to think that this bias is
Just as the original revolution was an attempt to changing rapidly, and in many respects it is, the media
fulfill the rights of the people, defined in reality as the presentation of women is still less than ideal. In the exsubset of white males, the ongoing struggle is to ensure treme case, the MTV portrayal of women is a disturbing
the rights of all people, including women and minorities. shadow, given the number of children and adolescents
Our assessment data not only show that Longwood who watch that channel — one that women, in particustudents report making less progress than students lar, should be concerned about.
from other colleges in "understanding other cultures,"
How does this play out for minorities at Longwood?
but to a lesser extent, they report that they do not
While the national news media report growing
"understand other people" as well as their peers at other numbers of racial incidents on college campuses, we
colleges.
believe that we are fortunate that Longwood has
While 70 percent of our freshmen say they have provided an environment for minorities in which racial
made progress at understanding other people. 79 per- incidents are infrequent. The campus community works
cent of their peers say the same. Additionally, our stu- hard to provide a friendly and hospitable environment
dents, the males somewhat more than the females, for all students.
score significantly below the norm on questions dealing
However, we still have students who prefer not to
with "accepting differences in others" and "mature have roommates of another race, and we still have stuinterpersonal relationships."
dent organizations that exclude persons of other races.
Let's see how this plays out in relation to the rights
These subtle threads of inadequate understanding
of women, in particular the rights of Longwood women. prevent the fulfillment of the rights of all people that our
Last year Dr. Jennifer Apperson and Ms. Kathe Taylor American revolution ensured us and continues to
did a study of our male and female students' attitudes ensure us.
In order to increase the understanding of others in
towards rape.
Only 50 percent of the men disagreed with the our culture, the faculty of Longwood is reviewing the
statement "Most women have a secret desire to be curricula to see where perspectives and contributions of
raped." while 90 percent of the women disagreed. Thir- people other than white males can be incorporated into
teen percent of the men agreed with the statement "It courses.
Also, more courses aimed at providing an underwould do some women good to get raped." while 5 perstanding of women and minorities are being added to
cent of the women agreed.
Aside from the macho posturing these data imply, the curricula. Two nationally recognized experts. Marithey show a disturbing devaluation of women by a sig- lyn Schuster and Susan Van Dyne, will be on campus in
nificant number of men. and surprisingly, by at least October to talk about integrating scholarship on women
and minorities into the curriculum.
some women.
A friend of mine has a poster in her office. It reads
These data reflect the pervasive and subtle sexism
of our society, where women are paid less than men for as follows: "Until the lions have their historians, talcs of
comparable work, are promoted to the highest levels hunting will always glorify the hunter."

Dear Editor:
What's the biggest Joke on
campus? It's not soap in the
Mall Fountain. Nor is it the
nutritional value of food in
the cafeteria. Or even the fact
that there are seniors on this
campus that have never been
to the school library.
No sir! The biggest joke on
campus is the invention of
the Alcohol-Free Hall! With
this device, school officials
can turn a closed eye to the
basic human nature and
believe (honestly?) that no one
under twenty-one will drink.
And what's even better, they
believe that a Resident Assistant of nearly the same age
will enforce the no-alcohol
policy.
True. 88% of all drinking
takes place inside the dorm
room but once someone staggers out of the room— he or
she is drunk! And they are
ready for action! (like VANDALISM, driving or even
worse!) I don't mind someone
passing out in their room if
that is all they want out of life
but what I resent Is having to
PAY for their fun (a.k.a. broken ceiling tiles or windows,
loss of sleep due to 1:49 a.m.
songfest. physical fitness
matches at 2:30 a.m.. etc.)
And I am sure others will
agree with me.
_.
Mindy Munns
Editor
The Brothers of Alpha Chi
Rho would like to acknowl
edge Scott Listner's hard
work and dedication to the
Institution of an academic
excellence program to further
enhance Alpha Chi Rho's
existing
scholarship
endeavors. With our vote of
thanks to Mr. Listner. Alpha
Chi Rho would also urge
other organizations and
individuals to utilize such fine
opportunities as the learning
Center offered at Longv
College.
Cai

B V
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Letters to the Editor Continued
Dear Editor:
For the past three years I,
among several, have tolerated
the poor hours of Lancaster
Library, while many larger
colleges and universities are
open twenty lour hours every
day, Longwood's library (loses
in early 11:00 p.m. on
Sundays and weekdays, and
is only open from 2 until 5
p m "ii Saturdays. Similar or
slightly smaller colleges than
ngwood slay open until at

Dear Editor:
As a future teacher of English I have become aware of
the Increasing problem of illiteracy in the United States.
Reading and writing are two
of the most valuable forms of
communication that should
be practiced by everyone. Of
course people can communicate without being skilled in
reading and writing, but these
skills can provide a form of
clearer communication.
1 in.
Not only does sharpening
these skills help one to com1 am noi degrading Long
woods library, however the municate better, but through
library is lacking a variety of reading and writing one can
resources. For example, my broaden his imagination.
roommate, a Physical Educa- Reading and writing allow us
tion major, is often given an to visit new places and to creassignment to report on a ate new places of our own.
specific Journal article. She One can put his imagination
frequently runs into the to unlimited use through
problem of having to share reading and writing.
the Bame article with two
Everyone should be en
(lasses ot thirty-flve or more
couraged
to exercise these
students Perhaps this would
skills
everyday.
One will be
not be such a problem if all of
rewarded in that these two
the copying machines were
working. Hut once again there skills are necessary in almost
is the problem of too many any occupation in today's
students dying to use the world. So. practice these
s.une article Longer hours skills. It is like riding a bicycle, once you learn how to do
would probably help in alle
vlating some of these prob- it. you never forget.
lems
Hopefully, the new library Name withheld upon Request
will not only stay open longer,
but the resources will better
a< I oininodate the students.
Name withheld upon Request

The Delta Dilemma
By BETH A. LORD
A lot of questions have
been raised on campus since
the Deltas lost their charter.
Why and how did they lose it?
Will they ever get it back?
This past spring, after being reprimanded for several
violaitons of Longwood's
conduct standards, the mem
bers of Delta Sigma Phi admitted to the administration
that for four years they had
been initiating pledges with
less than 2.0 grade point averages. According to Sue
Saunders. Dean of Students,
administrators were distressed and contacted the national organizaUon.
In an effort to get the
situation straightened out.
the college worked with the
local chapter and the nationals to negotiate the Nine Point
Plan. If they successfully
completed the plan, the
Deltas would keep their
charter. It was made clear
that if all nine points were not
completed, the Grand Council
of the naUonals would revoke
the charter.
At least two points of the
plan were not completed. One
of these involved the Deltas'
obligation to apologize to all of
LC's other fraternities and
sororities.

According to Charlie
Warner. Director of Greek Affairs, the brothers were
"running around the day before" to fulfill this requirement
and Inadvertently missed a
few organizations. The >eltas
were also required to t rn in
monthly grade evaluation
sheets to Mr. Warner. This
was done only once.
Because the Deltas did not
complete the Nine Point Plan,
their charter was taken away
by the nationals. Longwood's
administrators did not make
this decision; they simply
supported it by denying the
Deltas special housing and a
chapter room and by removing their letters from the
Dining Hall.
The issue of whether or not
the Deltas will get their charter back is also the decision of
the Delta Sigma Phi naUonals. It is a generally accepted
practice that a revoked charter is not reinstated for two or
three years. Longwood is open
to recolonizatlon in the future. Sue Saunders believes
that many Deltas are Valued
Longwood leaders" and would
"hate to see the Deltas gone
forever." SGA President Drew
Hudson hopes the situation
will be "a learning experience"
because "they're a tradition
here at Longwood."

AST Adopts-A-Highway
participation in the Adopt-AHighway program. As one of
our social service projects we
find it rewarding and a challenge.
For those who are
unfamiliar with the program,
an explanation follows. The
stale's department of highway
has marked off all the high
ways and rural routes in Vir
ginia into two mile sections. A
group or individual may
CAFE
"adopt a two mile section of
highway
The one
CASABLANCE stipulationnearby.
of keeping one's
section is that it must be
vilio Shopping Center (leaned four times during a
calendar year. On October 21.
OPrN
our two mile section near
MONDAY SATURDAY
Hampden Sydney
was
ll 30 ■ 2 00
i leaned.
5 00 9 00
The adoption of our section
was last April. After the first
dean up, there was a picnic.
Now
The AIT's were given an
award for participation. We
Mexican Food are still active with this social
service project and encourage
Robert C. Suggs, left, ex-intelligence officer, spoke on
participation
by
more
groups
Soviet
Military intelligence gathering during World War II.
And Beers!
in the I/mgwood community. Person at right is an unidentified student.

By Lori Lambert
The sisters and pledges of
the Zeta Tau chapter of the
Alpha Sigma Tau sorority
would like to announce their

Sunny's

Music
Review
The
Primitives
By Edison MacGill
Rotunda Music Critic
Brash, blond and not so
buxom Tracy Tracy of the
Primitives has traded in her
plantlnum white hair for a
mane of amaranthine tresses.
Why? Who knows, who cares,
just as long as the music is
unaffected, the voice still
teasing and sultry, and the
band still remains what it was
when their debut album
Crash was released in the

summer of'88.
Judging from the newly
released Secrets 5" CD single.
the color change didn't matter
that much. Tracy Tracy is still
the same old upstart, singing
upbeat songs with cohorts in
crime Paul Court strumming
his fade-in-and-fade-outwith-an-echo guitars and
drummer Tig still unmcrci
lessly pounding out a steady
rhythm. Conspicuously absent on the credit list is a
bass player, but who needs a
bassist that you have to pay
money and put up with on
long and tedious tours, when
a session bassist will do

nicely?
The 5" CD single was released in the United Kingdom
in late spring. Consisting of
only four songs; the title track
"Secrets." which showcases
Tracy Tracy's vocal talents to
her advantage, "I Almost
Touched You." with Paul
Court taking the vocals this
time. "Dizzy Heights." and the
demo version of "Secrets"
rounding out the playlist of
the disc.
The new stuff by the Primitives is good. The songs that I
feel are the best are "Secrets"
and "Sick of it." While it's not
as great as the material on
Crash, it's definitely worth
locating, purchasing and listening to. Right now these
two recordings are available
only on import, but they're
worth the effort to locate. On
the Fish MacGill music
making scale, the Primitives
rate three stars.

Indoor Arts & Crafts Fair
at Longwood College, on Nov.
29. 30 & Doc. 1. 1989 sponsored by Delta Psi Kappa. All
vendors interested in selling
merchandise, please contact
Mrs. Rena Koesler at 395-2550
or Stephanie Harris at 561 5353 for more information.
Registration fee will be $25 per
table. Deadline for registration
is Nov. 17, 1989.
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Signs of Bulimia
"I've never been more than
Ion pounds overweight, which
is just enough for friends to
tease me unmercifully about
being plump. I pretended that
it didn't bother me. but I was
terribly sensitive and felt very
self-conscious. The summer
of my senior year in high
BChool I had an appendectomy, lost the ten pounds
and was blasted off on a giant
o trip because everybody. I
mean everybody, showered
me with praises. The problem
was tli.it I couldn't maintain
the weight because I hadn't
dieted and didn't know how to
change my habits to avoid
overeating. I felt anxious
about that and about other
pressures — going away from
home for the first time to
college .iiul wanting to act
very sell confident and strong
while I w.is really Insecure
about my life and especially

my appearance. I felt that I
had to look and be perfect to
fit in at college, so to stay thin
I began vomiting up what I
ate. I don't remember where I
got the Idea, ... and doing it
— even thinking about it —
was so ugly to me!"
The thirty-year-old woman
whose story you have just
read is named Rita, and her
story is about bulimia, an
eating disorder that would
follow her for eight years beyond graduation from college
before she would seek the
help to recover. This article is
about eating disorders and
the hope of recovery from
them.
Bulimia is an eating disorder characterized by (a)
episodes of binge eating, (b) a
lack of control over eating, (c)
the use of self-induced vomiting, laxatives, dieting, and/or
vigorous exercise to prevent
weight gain, and (d) a persistent concern about body
shape and weight. Bulimia
affects both men and women;
however, it is reported more
frequently among women,
and has been estimated to affect 19% to 29% of women in
college. Bulimia is not limited
to. yet has the potential to
occur with greater frequency
among student groups where
body weight is an important
factor for participation, such
as among wrestlers, dancers,
cheerleaders, and gymnasts.
The bulimic individual will
develop a pattern of hinging
on large quantities of high
calorie foods in a short period
of time. Having done so, the
person typically experiences
an intense fear of weight gain,
so the binging is followed by
self-induced vomiting, the

ingestion of laxatives, or
periods of fasting, so that
weight fluctations are
common. Bulimic behavior
carries with it potential health
risks, the most serious of
which is possible heart or
kidney failure due to the loss
of serum potassium in the
body when food intake is low
or vomiting is severe. Internal
bleeding may develop,
including gastric ulcers,
because of the trauma from
forceful vomiting. There may
be tooth and gum decay that
would be caused by the
constant vomiting of stomach
acids. The low intake of food
during periods of fasting may
cause disturbances in a person's ability to think clearly.
In addition to the physical
manifestations of bulimic
behavior, a cycle of depression may also develop. This
happens when the bulimic
person becomes aware that
her/his eating pattern is abnormal and is accompanied
by a perceived Inability to
stop the bulimic behavior
which in turn evokes feelings
of guilt and thoughts of selfblame that typically lead to
depression. Once such a cycle
develops, it will perpetuate itself until the bulimic individual seeks the help of professionals and the support of
other bulimics in recovery.
Impcrtant lor the bulimic to
know is that he/she is not
alone and that recovery is
possible.
Bulimia is but one eating
disorder. Anorexia nervosa is
another, and yet unlike the
bulimic, the anorexic has a
compulsion to methodically
starve him/herself as a result
of an irrationally morbid fear
of gaining weight. It has been
reported that 20% of the
anorexics die prematurely
due to the complications associated with their illness.
There are a variety of issues that may underlie eating
disorder behaviors in individuals. The issues have the
potential to be resolved when
the individual is willing to
invest him/herself in some
oftentimes difficult personal
work with trained professionals. The commitment
rests with the Individual.
For more information
about eating disorders, you
are encouraged to contact the
Student Health Service
and/or the Student Counseling Services here at Longwood. In addition. Dr. Gail
Shookoff of the Center for
Behavioral Medicine In
Richmond will speak about

Eating Disorders on Thursday. October 26th from 1-2
p.m. in 118 Stevens Hall.
Students, faculty, and staff
are invited to attend. From 67 that evening in the
Counseling
Services
Conference Room, the Eating
Disorder Support Group will
meet. Persons interested in
participating in the group
may telephone Counseling
Services at 395-2409 for more
information, or simply come
to the meeting at 6 p.m. The
support group will meet
weekly.

Transforming
The
Curriculum
By DENISE DAUBENSPECK
SU£f Writer
On October 19. Professors
Marilyn R. Schuster and Susan R. Van Dyne presented a
workshop on intergrating
scholarship on women and
minorities into the liberal
arts curriculum. Dr. Schuster
is a professor of French language and literature at Smith
College. Dr. Van Dyne, who is
also a professor at Smith College, concentrates on American literature. These two
professors Joined not only to
conduct workshops at numerous educational institutions, but as authors of
Women's Place in the
Academy: Transforming the
Liberal Arts Curriculum
(1985).
The workshop focused on
being women and minorities
into the curriculum, educational equality among Its
members and the sole gender
plays in the educational system. In addition to these topics specific techniques were
discussed on how to get
women and minorities involved without exploiting
them. Some of the techniques
suggested were: getting to
know students on a personal
level, assigning letters instead
of journals, shortened
lectures or "mini lectures",
working within small groups,
and peer reviews.
The workshop was set up
to let professors express the
techniques that they have
found affective and offer new
suggestions. By holding these
workshops. Dr. Schuster and
Dr. Van Dyne hope to establish a more successful curriculum in the future.
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Run for
the Roses
"Run for the Roses", a tenkilometer race, relay race,
and auction to benefit the Log
Cabin pre-school at Hampden-Sydney College, will take
place on Saturday, October
28th.
'This is the first community-wide fund raising event
of this kind, that this school
has had in its twenty-two
year history." said Katie Anderson. \x)g Cabin's fundraising committee chairman
and co-director. "We want to
raise enough money this year
to build the kind of playground the children need."
she added. "I think these
events will generate some
good competitive fun. and the
kind of community support
we've needed."
The brothers and pledges
of Lambda Chi Fraternity,
and many of the parents of
Log Cabin school children,
are working together in
preparation for these events.
Entry fees for the 10 kilometer race are ten dollars lor
adults, eight dollars for students. The winner of the 10 k
race will receive a silkscreened "Run for the Roses"
tee-shirt, a case of Rose
Bower wine glasses, and a gift
certificate to the Hampden
Sydney Bookstore. The entry
fee for the relay race is five
dollars per runner with a
limit of six runners per team

The winning relay team will
receive silk screened tee
shirts for each runner. The
ran- will begin at the Log
Cabin school at 2 p.m. and
end at Rose Vineyard, where
the awards ceremony will
place at 4.
The auction will begin
immediately after the awards
ceremony. Among the items
to be auctioned are a case of
numbered select bottles of
New River Sunrise Wine, donated by Tom O'Grady of
Rose Bower Vineyard, original
art works by Rachel Norment
and Deborah McClintock. and
gift certificates and merchandise donated by Cheese
and Co.. Martin the Jeweler,
the Wooden Heart. Subway.
Captain Seas, the Longwood
Village Cinema, and many
other area restaurants and
businesses. "We are still receiving donations of items to
be auctioned." said Mrs. An
derson.
The deadline to enter the
races is Wednesday, October
25th. For further information,
to enter a race, or to donate
items to the auction please
contact Katie Anderson at
223-4381 ext 263.

Lonely?
Need a Date?
Meet that special
someone today!

Call DATETIME
(405) 366-6335
HELP WANTED
Would like to offer Discover
Credit Cards? Arc you available
for only a few hours/week? If
so. call 1-800 932 0528 ext. 4.
We'll pay you as much as
$10.00/hour. Only ten positions
available.
ATTENTION
MIRING!
Government Jobs - your area.
$17,840 $69,485. Call 1-602838 8885. Ext. R 18.988.
AUTOS FOR SALE
ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT
SEIZED VEHICLES from $100.
Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes.
Chcvys. Surplus Buyers Guide.
1-602 838 8885, Ext. A 18.988.

— FREE —
PREGNANCY TEST
All services confidential.
Same day results.

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT
HOMES from $1 (U-repair).
Delinquent tax property.
Repossessions. Call 1-602 838
8885 Ext. Gil 18,988.

116 N MAIN STREET

SOUTHSIDE PREGNANCY
CENTER
24-HOUR HOTLINE
392-8483
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Calalinas - Your Oktoberfest Water Show was awesome. 23 Skldool I'm so
proud of you. Love. C.W.
Tiffany - Octoberfest was
great! Don't leave pizza In the
trash. Tiffany might eat it.
Oh. please! Major scam alert.
"Excuse me. but can I use
your tie to tie a knot." I love
you. Tiffany
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Triple-D - SMILE. HampLig H. - You should see
those pictures! Ride em cow- den-Sydney only few miles.
But if we go are they worth
girl. Tex
the time? Just this time let's
Penny S. - I love to run my stay between the lines and
fingers through your long scope. Maybe they won't keep
flaxen hair. One question. Is us that long. Blackie
that your natural color? Prove
To Steve in Cox 8 - Did you
it. Tex
like L.A. Guns? Crue too?
To the one from N.J. - Is More to come soon from
the Ice Mountain worth the Whitesnake and Def Leppard.
climb? If it's in click with the Glad things are working for
rest of the mountain it's you in love and classes. Do
gonna' be a gold mine! come and see me sometime. Blackie
Blackie
To the Great White Booty
Hunter - Thanx for the personal! Tis the season to be
hunting. Yee ha! Though the
hunting has been slow, may
your adventures through the
forest be productive— but not
reproductive! Happy hunting.
The Booty Huntress

To Mark in NC-381 - Go
play with your toys, cause
you still can't play ping pong.
But you can still make my
day with a hug and smile.
(Make that, make my week').
Ruth P.S. Your guppy's
drowning.

Schnukie Bear - Just
wanted to let you know how
Congratulations to Shanmuch I love you. You're the non Holley, Laurie McKean,
greatest ever! Can't wait for Lisa McKenzie. Betsy Neal.
next summer? Love forever. Andrea Payne. Kandi Pettus.
Pinching Bear
Mary Shrlner, and Jennifer
Vernon. You picked the best
To the Lady Lancer Field sorority and we picked the
Hockey Team - Great Job this best girls! KD love. Your sisweek. You're all great! Love. ters
Celeste

D2 - Baby your tush ain't
bad either. I'll remember our
seeded sorrid sexthing always. Tex

Sara J.H. - I'm sorry about
that last personal, it was
childish. I was hurt and I felt
the need to hurt someone
else. You were already hurt,
that was a low blow. I'm
sorry. Nancy

Happy Birthday to the KD
To the awesome sisters of girls of OCTOBER: Heather.
Delta Zeta - All 18 of us love Chris, Joy. Susan. Amy.
you! Keep smiling. Love your Robin and Rachel. Hope it
was (is) GREAT! Love, your
baby Dee Zee's.
KD sisters
Beanie - You're a great
friend and I'll miss ya lots
Christina - We love you
next year. Keep smiling and very much! Work hard and
keep "dancing"! Love. Roomie hang in there. You're very
special. KD love, your sisters
Laura - You are the best and especially your Big Sis!
friend a person could ever
have. I love ya. Kim
Carey S - Your sisters love
you very much. We know you
8th Floor Curry - Thanks can do it! Just hang In there.
for all your support. You guys Next semester will be here
are great. 1 love ya. Kim
before you know it! KD love,
your sisters
8th Floor Curry - Hope you
had a great fall break.
Nancy - Thanks for always
having your door open for us!
Jennifer - The words that I We love you! You are the
would need to write, to tell greatest! The best of 2nd floor
you how much you mean to Tabb.
me Just don't exist... All 1 can
To the Andy Rooney
say is I love you XOXOXO
— I don't know what
Eric. PS. No more lap sitting.
you
do
with your
I promise.
but I sure as hell don't
Robin and Vicki - Happy "IMPRUNT mine. —
21st you two sprockets! ! 1 Love. The Mad Italian (P.S.
guess I'll be seeing you at That's not liquid, that's solid!)
D.T.'s now! I can show you
how to really party! Would
Jenn and Webby - Yes. I
you like to touch my monkey? love chocolate Twinkles! Have
Love Cathy. P.S. Robin - You you had a hard green one
can hold my crutches!
lately? Love ya'll - Cyndi
Wahwah Wobtn - Ya'
rhubarb you! Those road trips
to W&M were a blast— especially when we took that left
turn and ended up in the
spirit world! Sorry for being
so slack about giving my
lunch money— will you take a
check? Love Ya' Chugs. P.S.
Did someone say ... LUNCH?

To the brothers and
pledges of Alpha Sigma Phi:
Thanks for making a brother
from Radford Chapter feel so
at home on Octoberfest weekend. He really had a good
time at happy hour and at
Joe's. Thanks from his ASA
here at home.

.I
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Ice - How's about you and
me gettin' together for a hot
night? The one from N.J.

Tricia Popular. — I hope
your semester is going well.
Sorry I don't see you very often (other than on my way to
make popcorn!!). Remember
I'm always here if you need
anything. — Your Junior
Buddy

Kevin West — You are too
hot! I'm tired of Just watching
and being friendly. Are you
free anytime soon? I think
you'll be shocked when you
find out it's me. Oh by the
way. I'm really not a snob! —
L '

Debbie Ellis. — You have a
Noelle L. — Sorry I spelled
BIG MOUTH! Trying shutUng
up once in a while — you'd be your name wrong last time. 1
surprised at what you can was disappointed you didn't
learn! — From a tired listener write back last week. Hope
you had a fun break. Keep
Terry H. — Love that smile! smiling beautiful. — Guess
Who?
— A fellow smller
To: The @«l® IN COX. Pray that we never find out
who you are because wed
love to break your face!
Wasn't it bad enough that you
snaked our money when we
had Just put our laundry in
the dryer and returning five
minutes later to find your
load in and ours on the table.
Of course I placed our load
back Into the dryer and
(Instead of throwing yours out
the window like I should
have) I placed your load back
on the table to wait your turn.
I guess you weren't satisfied
with Just thieving — you
destroyed approximately $80
worth of towels when you
poured cough syrup in our
load and stained everyone of
our towels (not to mention
our washcloths). Isn't It a
shame that people can't wash
and dry their clothing in Cox
because of @'\*@s like you!!
— Two Angry Residents of
Cox

NIK - Thanks for being
such a PERFECT roomie. I
have enjoyed all of the talks
at ONE in the morning. I will
always be there for you no
matter what time you need
me< _ Love, T. H.

Barry R on 1st Floor Tabb
_ i just wanted to let you
knOW \ think you are cute and
i am interested. I am bold
enough to tell you what I
think, but too shy to tell you
who thinks this. Reply is welcomed. but not required. —
Admirer on 2nd Floor
My Donna, — wnen you
asked me "which one" I was
talking about I was surprised
by your doubtful comment,
I'm sorry you didn't want to
talk. I was referring to you. —
Your friend

Hey Guys. — You ask
who's this chick, what's her
stick, how does she like to
To tall half of Brain less'
play? I am a contrived fantasy
busters - Fall break wear you
that can play only in your
out? Wait until spring break!
To Scott Lukehart's Ad- imagination. — Leather
You thought four girls on one mirer — Yes. someone has
guy was bad at the beach. told him that he has nice eyes Queen
We'll try four on one In the ... his girlfriend!
lounge. Dare to twister.
Missle - Why is it you get
Blackie
busted every time Frazer has
Those whom are in the a fire drill? Is It because you
Kenny - How is home? You family know where to go to forgot your notebook again?
are never here. Miss the make a big splash.
What would you do without
tennis ballgames in the
my blanket there to keep you
mornings. Blackie
Rhonda Light — Hope you
warm? Love. Tracey
had a terrific fall break. Good
David - You look good in luck with mid-terms. —
The Colonnades and 3rd
Cammo. Do you feel half as Secret Delta-Slg-Bro
floor Curry will be sponsoring
good? If so, I want to know.
the annual Haunted House on
Dear Joe Chavenist (note Halloween night. Admission
One from lounge
the proper spelling) Alias is free.
Andy
Rooney, — My feelings
To: My Roomie, — I send
are
you
are friendless, aimyou many engagement conless,
non-greek
with alot of
gratulations from the very
re( k
bottom of my heart. I wish resentment toward R ' |Y|3tn
you and "Mr. Tink" all the women. Is this a reflection on
Cash prizes for winners of
best. Can't wait to see that your sexual preference?
the
Mathematics Contests
rock on your finger. Nacah! Have a groovy day,
(Remember our freshman your rebuttal buddy. — Robin Level I— Math below
calculus level in Grainger 307
dream of marrying a HampLevel II— Calculus level
Angel,
—
I
couldn't
have
ster? You've got it!) I'm gonna
and
above in Grainger 308
miss those last few chapters asked for a better big sister.
Contest
Date— November
of our book. Don't forget! You're the greatest! — IK
2.
1989
12:45-2:15
That's supposed to be my love. Andrea
Register in Grainger 301
Christmas present. Good
(Mathematics
Department)
34B.
—
Will
you
ever
find
a
Luck! All my love. — Your
between
now
and
November
guy
with
a
normal
name?
Will
Roomie
I ever find one that's normal? 2.
Each level: 1st prize Probably not — At least we
Jim. — Thanks for a great know it could never be our $75
2nd prize - $50
day with the mosquitos. fault! But if you break us
3rd prize - $35
grasshoppers, and thorns. I down into little pieces... —
loved it! — Complication # 1
Thank you.
Love ya! 36C

Contest
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Players of the Week

LIZ ANNET
MARK WOLCOTT
For their outstanding play
graduate of Lake Braddock
in two games last week,
High School in Springfield.
sophomore soccer player
Virginia. He's a business
Mark Wolcott and senior field
major at Longwood.
hockey standout Liz Annet
Annet. a four-year starter
have been named Longwood
for
Longwood in field hockey,
College Player, of the Week
scored
two goals and added
for the period Oct. 15-22.
an
assist
in Saturday's 4-0
Player of the Week is chosen
win
over
Towson State
by the Longwood College
Saturday and also played well
sports information office.
Wolcott. who missed the in a 2-1 loss to LaSalle
first half of the season be- Sunday morning as the Lady
cause of an injury, has come Lancers dipped to 6-7-3 over
on strong recently to become the weekend.
The second-leading scorer
one of the leaders of Longon
this year's squad. Annet
wood's defense. He was
has
six goals and six assists
named to the All-McDonthis
season
and has accumuald's/Alumnl Classic team after his play in the event lated 25 goals and 17 assists
Saturday and Sunday. Wol- in her career.
"Liz has really been playing
cott plays back with the
well
recently." said coach Sue
Lancer booters. Longwood.
Finnic
"Her stlckwork has
now 9 8. beat Eckerd 3-0 and
been
excellent,
probably the
lost to 10th ranked Franklin
best on the team. We depend
Pierce 3-0.
"Mark is aggressive." said on her to bring the ball down
Longwood coach Paul Sidhu. the field. She has a knack for
"His play has really helped us getting by opposing defendthe past few games. He has ers."
A tri-captain for Longwood.
sparked the defense. There
are other ways to help a team Annet is a graduate of
besides scoring goals and he's Kempsville High School where
she played on a State
done that."
Championship
team. She is
Wolcott. who played in 14
games last season, is a majoring in sociology.
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Final Home Soccer Game
Wednesday

Longwood had another
.500 showing in soccer last
week as the Lancers beat
Eckerd 3-0 Saturday but fell
to 10th ranked Franklin
Pierce 3-0 Sunday in the
McDonald's/Alumni Classic
at First Avenue Field.■ EX
Lancers will play their final
home game of the season
Wednesday at 3:00 when
VISA Eastern Division foe
Christopher-Newport pays a
visit to Farmville.
Franklin Pierce (12-3) beat
Davis & Elkins 4-2 Saturday
and emerged as the Classic
champ with its win over
Longwood. Davis & Elkins. (75) and also nationally ranked,
beat Eckerd 3-0 Sunday.
Saturday. Longwood got
goals from Ray Jones, Ed Regan. and Rich Kloska. John
Barone. Nils McCarty. Regan
and even goalkeeper Steve

Thompson were credited with
assists in the win over Eckerd.
Thompson's assist, the
first of his career at Longwood, came when he booted
the.ball far-d™it o th e other
jnd f the field. Regan got the
ball to Kloska for the score^
Jones now has 11 goals and
six assists for the season with
career totals of 61 goals and
34 assists in three years.
Named to the All-Classic
team for Longwood were Mark
Wolcott. Mik? Edge and Mitch
Rubin. Representing Franklin
pierce were Jeff Bailey. Ivan
Crnilovic. Mick Statham and
classic MVP goalkeeper Steve
Quinones. Simon Tinsley.
Anthony Sherwood and Paul
Grimes were picked from
Davis & Elkins while Luis
Casas. David Morse and
Carlos Somoano were Eckerd

outstanding years on the
Longwood squad. The La Salle
contest was rescheduled from
Sept. 22 when it was cancelled due to Hurricane Hugo
threatening central Virginia
with the possibility of bad
weather.
"I feel we played a belter
game, but the stats Just don't
show it." head coach Sue
Finnie said on Monday.
After a La bane goal early
in the game, sophomore forward Lara Cini tied the contest with an unassisted goal
with 1.55 left in the first half.
La Salle scored the go-ahead
goal midway through the sec-

choices.
Longwood coach Paul
sidhu felt his team played
weu
' .
.. _,_.,,_., w„h
T
even
though
our hc^es
hear
fc^^^^^
^ h ^ ,The
&hof
score d|dn<( shf)W „ bu( we
,
d weU
mst Franklin
p,erce We mlsse(J SQme
portunlties and they cashed
m thelrs ••
^g^^ had 12 shots to
^ o^ens nine but was un
Ste to^nvST

Longwood* Rich Kloska in action against HampdenSydney.

Field Hockey Squad Splits
Two over Weekend
Four members of the
Longwood College field hockey
team played their last games
on Barlow Field this past
weekend and led the Lady
Lancers into the last regularseason intercollegiate games
of their careers on Tuesday at
Duke University with a 6-7-3
record.
Senior forward Liz Annet.
senior forward Diane Brown,
senior midfielder Beanie Felch
and senior goalkeeper Kim
Howells were each given a
rose by their teammates prior
to Longwood's 2-1 loss to La
Salle on Sunday as a token of
appreciation for four

i
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ond half with 13:16 left on Finnie said. "Her stickwork is
the clock. The two goals were excellent, probably the best
enough to hold off the Lady on the team. She has developed Into a great left wing"
Lancers the rest of the way.
On Saturday, the Lady Annet came to Longwood as a
Lancers shut out Towson right inner wing.
University 4-0 at Barlow Field
Cini and Felch followed
with Annet racking up two Annet in scoring with a goal
goals and an assist to earn and an assist apiece. In goal.
Longwood College Player of Howells racked up 12 saves
the Week honors for the in each of the two contests
week of Oct. 15-22. In ad- and recorded a shutout for
dition, the two goals bring the Towson game. The
Annet wilhin one goal of shutout was fourth this sea
breaking into the top five son and 17th in her career.
career scoring leaders at
On Tuesday the Lady
Longwood wilh 25 career Lancers travel to Duke University for the last game of the
goals to her credit.
"Liz naa a superb game." regular season against a

nationally ranked team. Duke
has been ranked in the NCAA
Division 1 top 20 for most of
the 1989 season.
We've been playing well."
Finnie said. "We hope to carry
it over into the Duke game.
We hope to be a spoiler."
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HELP WANTED

Cruise Ship Jobs
HIRING Men - Women Summer/
Year Round. PHOTOGRAPHERS
TOUR GUIDES. RECREATION PERSONNEL
Excellent pay plus FREE travel Caribbean
Hawaii Bahamas. South Pacific. Mexico
CALL NOW! Call refundable
1-206-736-0775, Ext. I*»SJ

ACT IN TV
COMMERCIALS
HIGH PAY
No experience...all ages —
kids, teens, young adults,
families, mature people,
animals, etc. Call Now!
CHARM STUDIOS
1-(800) 447-1530
Ext. 514

It's worth
your stop at

U.S. Routes 15 & 460

imm fas mart
our full service deli with...

FOX HUNT
INN
114 W. THIRD STREET
2 BLOCKS FROM LONGWOOD

•
•
•
•
•

Oven fresh breakfast biscuits, doughnuts & pastries
Tasty Smithfield chicken or pork BBQ
Tender fried chicken
Deep fried ranch style potato wedges
Self serve: savory soups, crispy salads, hot dogs with
all the toppings and ice cold fountain drinks
• Clean restrooms

STUDENTS WELCOME

Breakfast Served ALL DAY
Everyday Except Sunday!

Jllflk

ALL YOU CAN EAT Spaghetti
On Thursday Nights!

Upcoming
Events
( areers in Student Affairs Panel
.Hid reception, 6
p.m., ('.old Room,
Lankford.
David Cay ton
and Thomai ililty:
Recent work; 9-12
& 1-5, Bedford
Gallery.
13 prints b y
One/Off. 9 a.m. - 10
p.m., Showcase
Gallery.
USAF Tactical
Air Command JaZZ
Ensemble, Jarman
Auditorium. 8 p.m.
HampdenSyd n ey
Frtedhoffer The
Madman of Magic".
Crawley, 8 p.m.
Sweet Briar Volleyball
v .
Washingto & Lee. 6
p.m.
Holllns
"Ulllsscs" (German
Film). Babcock. 8
pjn.

WEDNESDAY 25
Panhellenic
Council Lip Sync
Contest. 7-8 p.m..
Jarman.
HampdenSydney - Movie.
"Pink Floyd. The
Wall." Johns. 10
p.m.. $1.
"FriedhofferMadman of Magic."
Lancer Cafe. 8 p.m.
RandolphMacon Woman's life of Brian. 7 p.m.
Sweet Briar Poetry Reading by
Maxlne Kumin.
Wailes. 8 p.m.

THURSDAY 26
David Cay ton
and Thomas Hilty:
Recent work. 9-12
& 1-5. Bedford
Gallery.
Weekend Coed
Bowling Entry
Blanks Due &
Meeting. IM Room.
Lankford. Entry
blanks due before
meeting.
13 Prints by
One/Off. 9 a.m. - 10
p.m.. Showcase
Gallery.

WE HAVE

CLIFFS NOTE^

Cliffs Notes,inswera your
questions about literatim
Mm study and review Each is
designed to help improve your
grades and saw you time
Come in and see our Cliffs
Notes display

STUDENTS WELCOMED.

TUESDAY 24

24 HOURS A DAY

Information on this calendar is collected and coordi
nated through the Student
Union Office. 1st Floor Lank
ford Student Union. Longwood College.
For student organizations

FRIDAY - 27
Halloween
fright
night
movies, 9:30 p.m..
Lancer Cafe.
Beaches
Movie. 7 p.m..
Lancer Cafe.
David Cayton
and Thomas Hilty:
Recent Work: 9-12
& 1-5. Bedford
Gallery.

or college departments to
make entries a campus
calendar form must be filled
out and returned to the
Student Union Office.
Deadline is the Tuesday
preceding publication date.

SATURDAY - 28

SUNDAY 29

13 Prints by
One/Off; 3-5 p.m..
Showcase Gallery.
Beaches
Movie: 6 p.m. .
Lancer Cafe.

13 Prints by
One/Off; 3-5 p.m..
Showcase Gallery.
Celebrate the
weekend with the
Tunji Trio; 2:30
p.m.. Lankford
Deck. (Lancer
Cafe, if rain).

°0>
feA

'-v V

MONDAY -30
David Cayton
and Thomas Hilty:
Recent work: 9-12
& 1-5. Bedford
Gallery.
Men's
&
Women's Pool entry blanks due &
meeting. IM Room.
Lankford.
Richmond Ballet. 8 p.m.. Jarman
Auditorium.
Pool Men's &
Women's entry
blanks due before
meeting.
13 Prints by
One/Off 9 a.m. -10
p.m.. Showcase
Gallery.

